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Holiday gifts and the act of gift-giving get more and more complicated each year. Give a Wagner tool—they can spray, steam, stencil, sand, and do so much more. They open your mind to all kinds of DIY projects, decorating schemes and ways to fix and improve all aspects of your home. So this year when pondering what to give, or even maybe what to receive, pick from these incredible tools and provide an experience beyond placing a pretty package under the tree.
Personalize Your Space for the Holidays

A bit of painter's tape will unleash your inner Santa. These décor highlights will amaze guests and can all be done in a day.

* Enhance furnishings with a stylish dipped look. Mask off the parts you don't want painted and spray with red paint.
* Tape off the top of a cast-off basket and add a trendy ring of color.
* Add a stencil design to a board remnant with paint to make your own holiday wall art.

Unwrap a FLEXiO® 3000 sprayer and create your own holiday vignette. A quick spray and your furnishings have a holiday makeover.
Fill up your walls with dollar store plates after giving them an attractive stencil relief. Holiday decor has never been so easy.
WHAT YOU’LL NEED

» FLEXiO® 3000 with detail nozzle
» Pottery plates
» Craft store stencil
» Half quart of white latex paint
» Painter’s tape

Working on a covered flat surface, secure the stencil to the top of the plate with painter’s tape. Line the sprayer cup with a liner bag and fill with paint. Set the sprayer to the lowest setting and spray over the design. Remove the stencil and let dry thoroughly before hanging on the wall with a plate hanger. These plates are for decorative use only.
Dress up an entryway, porch or front door with rustic boards painted with stylish winter icons.
Old barn floor boards gain new life as decorative planks with paint, stencils and the FLEXiO 3000.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

- FLEXiO® 3000 paint sprayer with the detail spray nozzle
- White latex paint
- Salvaged barn boards
- Winter-themed stencil
- Push pins
- 3M Tape and Drape
- Painter’s tape
- Cleaning supplies
1 Clean and wash all boards, especially if you plan on displaying them indoors. Let them sit overnight or until thoroughly dry.

2 Assemble your stencils. Wood or mylar stencils both work well with the sprayer. Position the stencils on the board, masking off any areas you wish to keep free of paint.
3 Use painter’s tape and 3M Tape and Drape to protect areas surrounding your stencil. Layer tape so that edges are sealed and protected from any overspray.

4 Set the FLEXiO® to the lowest spray setting and turn the sprayer nozzle to a horizontal spray. Hold the FLEXiO® four-to-six inches from the surface of the board while spraying, lightly gliding from left to right over the stencil.
After spraying, remove the stencil immediately. Carefully remove any painter’s tape. Let dry thoroughly.
Use a stenciled board as a serving tray on a coffee table or create a focal point by placing it near a door entry with fresh holiday greens.
WHAT YOU’LL NEED

» Furno 300 heat gun
» Beveled glass ornament shapes
» Glue Foil fusible metallic foil
» Heat-activated adhesive sheets
» Glass beads or embellishments
» Hot glue gun
» Wooden skewer
» Copper wire
» Scissors
Assemble all your tools and beads on a clean, flat work surface so you can work quickly.

Place the ornament shapes on top of the metallic foil, colorful side facing up. Trace around the shape with a skewer to create an indentation in the foil and then cut out with scissors.

Line the ornament up with the cut foil shape, and place the ornament on top of the foil. Cut out quarter inch pieces of the adhesive sheets and arrange them in a pattern on the surface of the glass.

Create beautiful and giftable holiday ornaments for everyone on your list with a few supplies from the craft store all affixed together with the Wagner Furno heat gun.

Wagner Tools used: Furno heat gun
4 Stick the glass beads on top of the adhesive sheets. While set on medium heat, run the heat gun over the entire ornament until the items are fused together.

Make loops of copper wire and hot glue to the back of the ornament to hang easily.
The Wagner FLEXiO 3000 sprayer delivers a smooth, consistent finish to almost any surface, from garage doors to bathroom walls, from fences to living room ceilings. It has the power to spray any paint or stain straight from the can with speed and control. It’s time for a smarter way to paint. Learn more at WagnerFlexio.com.
Home Made

Transform an old doll house into a beautiful holiday vignette.
WHAT YOU’LL NEED

» FLEXiO® 3000 paint sprayer with detail nozzle
» SMART Edge roller
» Wood doll house
» Latex paint in a flat finish
» Water-based Zinsser 1-2-3 primer
» Acrylic paint for detailing
» Dry rag

1. If your doll house comes in a raw wood finish, spray on Zinsser 1-2-3 primer before spraying with the latex paint. Make sure to use cup liners to make switching paints a breeze. With the spray nozzle set on the horizontal spray pattern, hold the loaded sprayer six-to-eight inches away from the house. Keep the sprayer on a medium speed as you glide across the front and roof of the house, repeating the motion from right to left until completely covered.
To get the rustic brown accenting, load a SMART Edge Roller with acrylic paint. Roll over the surfaces of the house and roof, and then wipe away excess paint with a dry rag. Let dry thoroughly and accessorize with holiday decorations.

"I did it!"
Lee Repetto of Sandwich, Massachusetts, used her FLEXiO® 3000 to complete her daughter's unfinished doll house. "I love the way I could seamlessly paint the inside rooms. I painted it all in minutes with crisp coverage."
A snowy doll house makes a magical holiday focal point.
An all white kitchen is in need of some texture and interest. Add beadboard sheeting to a kitchen island and then switch to staining beadboard with the change of a spray head.

**WHY YOU’LL NEED**

- Sheet beadboard
- Minwax wood finish stain
- Drop cloths
- Painter's tape
- Paint and Drape or plastic sheets
- Painting mask and ventilation fan

The versatile Wagner FLEXiO® 3000 easily paints a kitchen and then switches to staining beadboard with the change of a spray head.

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED**

- FLEXiO® 3000 paint sprayer with detail nozzle
- Sheet of beadboard
- Minwax wood finish stain
- Drop cloths
- Painter's tape
- Paint and Drape or plastic sheets
- Painting mask and ventilation fan

Sheet beadboard is inexpensive and can be easily cut and installed with finishing nails or brads.

**AFTER**

A fresh and modern look is created by staining beadboard on a kitchen island, instead of painting it. The result is a focal backdrop for your favorite pieces and collections.
1 Make sure to wipe and clean the beadboard before spraying to ensure a smooth finish. Cover all flat surfaces and baseboards with 3M Tape and Drape. Protect the floor using a drop cloth.

**SPRAYING STAIN**

Spraying stain creates a vapor because of the stain’s low viscosity. Make sure to cover all flat surfaces in the room in the area you’re spraying. Refer to manufacturer’s website for safety instructions.
2 Stir the stain thoroughly and then fill the sprayer cup until it is about half full. Set the sprayer to a vertical spray pattern so it matches the pattern of the beadboard. With the sprayer set to low, test your spray coverage on a spare piece of cardboard or wood board.

3 Hold the sprayer eight-to-ten inches away from the beadboard and spray from right to left, spraying sections in vertical columns.
4 The stain will disperse quickly. The first coat will be a base coat—let it dry thoroughly according to stain directions, generally 6 to 8 hours. Then, apply additional coats until it reaches the desired depth of color, letting the stain dry thoroughly between each coat. Remove all the 3M Tape and Drape and drop cloths after it is completely dry.

Stain sets a crisp, clean and contemporary feeling.
CABIN FEVER
Many of us have old spaces that need updating, but renovations can be expensive. A screen house, cottage, shed, or basement can all be repurposed for a living space. A fresh coat of paint with the FLEXiO® 3000 will not only brighten the space, but can easily unify differing surfaces and styles of woodwork. Mold Killing Primer by Zinsser is waterbased for fast drying and can be easily sprayed with simple cleanup. Spaces can be refreshed and made usable again without spending a fortune on renovations.
Always inspect your space first—measure square footage and discern what surfaces will need paint and what additional tools will be needed for the best and easiest application.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

» FLEXiO® 3000 paint sprayer
» Mold killing primer
» Painter’s tape
» Sprayer cup liners
» Drop cloths or plastic sheets
» Wet/dry shop vac
1 Begin by sweeping and cleaning all the surfaces. Use hand brooms to remove cobwebs and dust from corners and crevices.

2 Cover or tape off any permanent light fixtures, molding, or wall sockets before spraying any of the woodwork.
Fill the FLEXiO® sprayer with Zissner’s Mold Killing Primer, using sprayer cup liners from Wagner.com. Turn the nozzle to the horizontal spray pattern and set the sprayer on medium power intensity. Keeping the nozzle six-to-eight inches away from the surface of the wall, glide the sprayer from right to left, spraying in a horizontal pattern.

Wagner Tools used:
FLEXiO® 3000
This lakeside camp hadn’t been updated in 100 years, but with a thorough cleaning and the FLEXiO® 3000, it becomes a fresh, bright space for a family of five to enjoy three of the four seasons.
From multiple mismatched surfaces to one unified cabin in **winter white**
WORK IT OUT
An unfinished work table longs to fit into a clean and streamlined craft room with a natural look. Create your own stain with chalk paint to lighten the wood, while still showing off the wood grain.

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED**

- FLEXiO® 3000 paint sprayer with the iSpray nozzle
- Chalk paint
- Clear matte acrylic urethane
- Whisk broom brush
- Painter’s tape
- Drop cloth

**WHAT IS SPRAY STAIN?**

Spray stain is made by diluting chalk paint in a 2-to-1 paint-to-water ratio. It creates a thin, transparent layer that coats the wood to create a finish, but is sheer enough to continue to show off the wood grain.
1. Begin with an unfinished piece of wood furniture that is free of any protective coating. Place it on a drop cloth and tape off any hardware or fixtures that you want to keep paint-free.

2. Brush the entire piece with a whisk broom to remove all dirt or dust to ensure a smooth finish.

3. Mix two cups of chalk paint with one cup of water, and pour the mixture into the sprayer cup and prepare the sprayer.

4. Place the paint flow setting on the minimum speed. Thin paint stain has a low viscosity and will flow too quickly on a high setting.

5. Place the nozzle spray pattern on a horizontal setting. Turn the table upside down so you can spray the underside of the table first.

6. Spray the underside of the table in a horizontal pattern, holding the sprayer six-to-eight inches away from the surface.
Turn the table back upright and paint the table top, continuing to hold the sprayer six-to-eight inches away from the surface.
8 Switch the sprayer nozzle to a vertical spray pattern when working on both the inside and outside of the legs.

9 Let the table dry thoroughly and then spray thoroughly with a matte finish acrylic urethane to provide an extra layer of protection.
A clean and dedicated work table provides infinite creative possibilities.
Foss fabric and a steamer makes dimensional star ornaments to hang on trees or in windows and doorways instead of mistletoe.
WHAT YOU’LL NEED

» Wagner steamer
» Foss shape fabric
» Paint
» Decorative berries
» Hot glue gun
» Kitchen tongs
» Tinsel twine
» Awl

1 Fill the steamer with water and heat until ready. Using a template, trace the shape and cut three stars out of the fabric.

2 Fold one of the stars in half and hold with tongs. Steam until stiff.

3 Repeat with the other two stars, combining them as you go. Once cool and firm, spray the star with paint using a festive color. When the paint has dried, hot glue decorative berries on the points of the star.

4 Once dry, use an awl to puncture a hole through the top of the star. String with tinsel or twine to create a rustic hanger. Hang and enjoy!
Layers of wax manipulated by the Wagner heat gun encase vintage paper, adding color and texture.
Encaustic artist Adele Sanborn creates layered pieces of art using a centuries old wax technique which creates a colorful and layered background for her storied pieces. Adele’s studio, Cornerstone Design, and her shop, Twiggs Gallery, are filled with lots of examples of this style, which dates back to Egyptian times. Wax in colors is melted and brushed on a wood surface to create layers. Once applied, the wax dries quickly so it’s imperative to use the Wagner 500 Furno heat gun to keep it malleable.

The art surface, which is made of wood, is layered with melted wax in various shades of color. The heat gun heats the wax to a liquid state, which makes it easy to mix colors and create depth and texture.

Encaustic painting, also known as hot wax painting, involves using heated beeswax to which colored pigments are added. The liquid or paste is then applied to a surface—usually prepared wood or canvas-building layers that encase ephemera or can be embellished and etched.

The word encaustic originates from the Greek word enkaustikos which means to burn in, and this element of heat is necessary for a painting to be called encaustic.
hot wax art

(EN • CAUS • TIC)

Encaustic art is created by using multicolored waxes to create a colorful and textured background on a board. The heat gun keeps the wax malleable, allowing paper scraps and ephemera to stick to the board. Paper prints and photos can be layered on top of and in between the wax layers. Dip the ephemera in wax and layer on the board with a palette knife. Smooth in place with a brayer, or reheat and repostition. Continue to brush with wax and heat until sealed seamlessly.

Wagner
Tools used:
Furno Heat Gun
IT THAWS PIPES, STRIPS PAINT AND FITS PERFECTLY ON EVERY TOOL BENCH.

THE FURNO® 750 HEAT GUN – OVER 101 USES

Turn up the heat on your next project. The Furno 750 heat gun will have you removing, shaping and fixing almost everything on your project list in no time at all. The LCD screen allows you to precisely match the correct temperature to the application and the integrated stand provides hands-free operation. Your tool bench is finally complete. Learn more at wagnerfurno.com/101uses.
winter palette

See the forest through the trees with these inspiring paint colors that are perfectly foiled by winter whites.

Sherwin Williams has a color for every winter mood:

1) Julep
2) Positive Red
3) Shamrock
4) Plum Dandy
5) Secret Cove

Spray these shades on walls with white wood work to keep your winter rooms bright and colorful.